NTSPP - 402

1
2
Across
9 It's appalling to
9
upset a tour guide
on vacation (7)
12
10 Substantiate what
to do with Stilton
(7)
14
15
11 Primitive instincts
in the unconscious
mind of politician
18
19
(3)
12 No-one cares,
heartlessly, about
23
right-wing
Americans? (7)
13 Excel as first fifty
28
is converted to
century in The
Oval (7)
32
14 Chills, then
sleeps, in periods
of wintry weather
(4,5)
17 Expose yourself in
32 Always sitting
cycling holidays
back, taking rest
(5)
for free (7)
18 Sick twice over
33 In children's
wife, leading to
activity group,
antipathy (3,4)
borrowing
21 Swimming trunks
uniform is a
very meaningful
nightmare (7)
and special the
wrong way round
Down
(7)
1 Charlie is able to
23 Assist naked
start returning
people?
brandy (6)
Completely
2 Wander around
naked? Avoid! (5)
central parts of
24 Obsequious type
Ulster and across
let fart out in front
valley (6)
of queen (9)
3 Costa Coffee
28 Identify personal
stocks finger food
problem - it
(4)
shouldn't have any
4 Male entertainer
effect (7)
uncovered
29 Put down the
discrimination
phone and grin
against old people
cryptically (4,3)
by leading figures
31 By five, I
in Hell's Angels
advanced (3)

by Snape
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(6)
5 Evaluates hard
workers
impounding
European ship (8)
6 Oxygen has faint
odour with many
hues (10)
7 Contrasted
Commanding
Officer with Mike
Pence and a
communist (8)
8 Tries to
overwhelm shortterm worker with
outrageous stat (8)
15 Oddly declined
social lubricant
(3)
16 Infers we've
transmitted
disease (5,5)
18 Still accepting
Express's bungling
(8)

19 Praiseworthy EU
ballad must be
rewritten (8)
20 Mistress has once
again eaten
surplus (8)
22 Comeback of 70s
rock star results in
single (3)
25 Scared of a female
invasion (6)
26 For starters, right
hand opponent
makes bid in
diamonds (6)
27 Turn down an
electrician's job?
(6)
30 Steal some
organic kale (4)

